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y chromosome sequence variation and the history of human ... - 358 nature genetics • volume 26 •
november 2000 y chromosome sequence variation and the history of human populations peter a. underhill 1,
peidong shen 2, alice a. lin 1, li jin 3, giuseppe passarino 1, wei h. yang 2, erin kauffman 2, the evolution and
history of human populations in south asia - the evolution and history of human populations in south asia
inter-disciplinary studies in archaeology, biological anthropology, linguistics and genetics edited by ... the two
editors of this volume have spent considerable portions of their careers investi-gating the prehistory of the
indian subcontinent, though our research trajectories have ... learning about human population history
from ancient and ... - demographic history the history of events that influence the genetic structure of a
population, including population size changes, divergence from other populations and migration (gene flow).
snp ... the biological anthropology of living human populations ... - the biological anthropology of living
human populations: world histories, national styles, and international networks an introduction to supplement
5 ... history that closes this volume) demonstrate the point. se-quencers and calipers coexist as tools of the
discipline today, genetic analysis of african populations: human evolution ... - genetic analysis of
african populations: human evolution and complex disease sarah a.tishkoff* and scott m.williams ‡§ africa is
one of the most ethnically and genetically diverse regions of the world. it is thought to be the ancestral
homeland of all modern humans, and is the homeland of millions of people of the recent african diaspora.
genetics and population history of caucasus populations - genetics and population history of caucasus
populations k. b. bulaeva, lynn b. jorde, christopher ostler, scott watkins, oleg bulayev, henry harpending
human biology, volume 75, number 6, december 2003, pp. 837-853 (article) published by wayne state
university press doi: for additional information about this article urban wastewater management in the
united states: past ... - urban wastewater management in the united states: past, present, and future 33 ...
but as populations increased, so did the sanitation problems and nuisances. the majority of residents accepted
the ... beneath the seats of privies to collect human excrement. once the containers were full, the homeowner
or other responsible party would ... history of deer population trends and forest cu'uying on ... - history
of deer population trends and forest cu'uying on the allegheny national forest jim redding _ ... but their
numbers declined steadily as human populations increased (merri_ 1987). deer populations 'also were reduced
by native americans and european settlers. _. the only major documented event was a large tornado that
occurred in what is ... travel and the emergence of infectious diseases - travel and the emergence of
infectious diseases mary e. wilson, m.d. ... areas and populations. the current volume, speed, and reach of
travel are unprece-dented. the consequences of travel extend beyond the traveler to the population visited ...
for most of history, human populations were rela-tively isolated. only in recent centuries has there genetic
variation, classification and ‘race’ - exchange migrants throughout human evolutionary history. second, ...
genetic variation, classification and ‘race’ ... many studies that have compared πin various human populations
22–24. third, the largest genetic distance is seen between african and non-african populations. freshwater
ecosystems and human populations: great lakes ... - freshwater ecosystems and human populations:
great lakes case study david rankin ... this paper reviews the relationship of human populations to the lakes’
ecosystem in broad terms and ... a brief history of the interaction of human populations and the basin
ecosystem is presented. in the pages that adaptive evolution of interleukin-3 (il3), a gene ... - with brain
volume variation in general human populations ming li1 · liang huang2 · kaiqin li1 · yongxia huo1 · chunhui
chen3 · ... tionary history of humans, which may be due to its contri-bution to human brain volume.
introduction as one of the most characteristic features of humans, dra- human population studies and the
world health organization - human population studies and the world health organization dynamis 2015;
35(2): 359-388 361 after a brief discussion of the early history of the who and its position in cold war politics,
the essay considers the who program in radiation protection and heredity and how the genetic study of
newborns volume 81 article 9 2009 archaeological demography - human biology volume 81 issue
2special issue on demography and cultural macroevolution article 9 ... archaeological demography investigates
the structure and dynamics of past human populations using ... are diffi cult to measure in past populations,
but one life-history-related feature
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